Introduction
============

With growing emphasis on data sharing across neuroimaging studies in humans, both within and across institutions and studies, there is a growing awareness of the need for clear connections between the images and the other data about the subject, and between the images and the behavioral or physiological data that is relevant for analysis (Van Horn and Toga, [@B17]). Means for electronic data capture, storage, organization, and levels of interactivity are required for the large and rich datasets which modern neuroimaging studies now generate and seek to analyze (Helmer et al., [@B6]). Beyond brain imaging volumes, researchers are including detailed meta-data on scan data types, cognitive protocols, phenomics, and graphical renderings as part of shareable dataset. Capturing these data using automated and semi-automated means represents a particular challenge for subsequent examination, mining, and visualization (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The aim of this *Frontiers in Neuroinformatics* special topic was developed to sample from the current state of the art in automated and semi-automated data collection methods, data management, and their practical applications in neuroimaging research and related studies.

![**Electronic data capture and efficient representation of neuroimaging enables comprehensive data mining and compelling visualization which, in turn, contributes to greater data sharing and openness in the brain sciences**.](fninf-06-00016-g001){#F1}

These articles, from experts in data capture, management, and visualization, provide an overview of the ways different research teams have addressed similar issues across the various stages of data capture in large-scale neuroimaging studies. Articles focus on how databases are populated, how to make sure that the information so gathered is accurate, and how to manage it so that it can be successfully communicated to others. Specifically, these articles address:

Automated and semi-automated data capture
-----------------------------------------

Two of the papers deal directly with specific methods for data collection during the study. Voyvodic et al. (this issue) present a software package that has been applied in several studies both locally and across multiple sites. The CIGAL software makes a point of capturing behavioral and physiological data during experimental tasks in a way that is interpretable both during the experiment and afterward, and usable in single and multi-site neuroimaging or other behavioral studies. The timing of the various events during the experiment can be extracted from the resulting text files for storage in a database, translation into XML, or use in analysis pipelines.

Both the behavioral/physiological data capture of CIGAL and the clinical assessments capture of CARAT (Turner et al., [@B11]), make a point of representing the data in a way that is research-friendly and works with arbitrary data management systems. The CARAT package for collecting clinical measurements allows the user to connect to various databases to store the demographic and other data automatically, without need for transferring data from paper records.

Platforms for data management
-----------------------------

Several papers in this issue present data management systems building on institutional level data capture, storage, protocol management, data review, and retrieval needs: COINS (Scott et al., this issue; building on MICIS, data warehousing for multiple studies and institutions), and LORIS (Das et al., this issue; building on their similar data warehouse experience), join the previously available LONI, XNAT (Marcus et al., [@B9]), and HID (Keator et al., [@B7]). Most of these systems have very similar specifications for similar types of data, the need for extensibility for new imaging techniques, the ability to pull imaging data from a DICOM receiver, sometimes with explicit interactions with other databases, and with different priorities for their end users. For instance, COINS facilitates cross-study and cross-institutional sharing, as well as user-based web portals for each study, LORIS has quality assurance (QA) measures which are quite sophisticated and protocol management/review as a core capability. LabIS (Prodanov et al., this issue) is an imaging data management system developed on animal studies, but the underlying needs to store subject information, imaging parameter values, and allow image viewing are in common with the systems developed for human research. LabIS has linked its schematic terms to standard vocabularies or ontologies, facilitating a clear data model for their uses.

Data curation and analysis
--------------------------

Imaging quality assurance (QA) measures and image browsing are a key step across all these data capture and managements systems. Data validation steps are included in CIGAL for behavioral data, in CARAT (client side) and LORIS (database side) for clinical assessments, and in COINS and LORIS for imaging protocols. Neuroimaging results (e.g., volumes, first order maps) are sometimes available.

Data sharing
------------

A strength of the electronic data capture and management systems is to facilitate data sharing across researchers both within and between institutions. Poline et al. (this issue) describe the social and technological issues to large-scale data sharing in some detail. Neu et al. (this issue) provide an informative summary of the counterintuitive situation the neuroimaging research community is in -- having both a lack of standards and a plethora of standards for storing even basic image information. COINS was designed to make this data sharing happen with no paperwork where possible; LORIS has been designed similarly, although LORIS is described as storing only de-identified data to make sharing very straightforward. COINS has various layers of security to protect subject confidentiality, but includes a summary data catalog or browser so uninvolved researchers can identify if there are data to which they wish to request access. These papers highlight some of the key challenges to electronic data capture in neuroimaging for easy and reliable data sharing.

Interactive data visualization
------------------------------

While most of the neuroimaging data management systems include rudimentary image viewing on individual subjects, the INVIZIAN project (Bowman et al., this issue) draws imaging and meta-data from large-scale data archives, presenting it in a compelling graphical manner, allowing researchers to dynamically interact with, search, mine, and display complex representations from many hundreds of brain data sets simultaneously.

Semantic additions and the ability to understand what a dataset represents are addressed in part by the LabIS system (Prodanov et al., this issue), showing some of the strengths of those approaches. LabIs specifically focuses on the user needs for data annotation, linking imaging parameters, datasets, and their results to standardized terms from pre-existing ontologies.

Next Steps
==========

Neuroimaging has served as a focal point for data sharing for a number of years (Van Horn et al., [@B14]). However, as neuroimaging datasets increase in size, scope, and complexity, the development of efficient data capture methodologies, representational frameworks, and interactive technologies remains essential. Workflow technologies for data processing design and application will link these tools into high-throughput processing pipelines, with consistent data capture, annotation, and provenance information available. Continued development of such approaches will enrich the ability of researchers to not only share newly obtained neuroimaging data, but also to combine and compare data via meta-analytic and data mining approaches, and to use large-scale integrative graphical tools to explore unique patterns only identifiable through these neuroinformatics approaches.

Linking captured and curated data to published research articles has been a long sought-after goal in neuroimaging (Van Horn et al., [@B15]; Van Horn and Toga, [@B18]), integrating it with other biological data types (Ashish et al., [@B1]), and its workflow-based analysis under grid- or cloud-based computer systems (Van Horn et al., [@B13]; Keator et al., [@B8]; Dinov et al., [@B3]), thereby encouraging study data re-use (Van Horn and Ishai, [@B16]). Many issues remain to fully realize this goal including common challenges relevant to institutional review boards, and the need for standards for not only representing data and terminologies (Gupta et al., [@B5]) but permitting its integration with other schema (Van Horn and Ball, [@B12]; Gadde et al., [@B4]). Linking data and data models to semantic frameworks can already be seen in the LabIS system. Those links to ontologies or standard vocabularies allow the data repositories to be more easily understood by others (Bug et al., [@B2]), and ideally can capture knowledge not explicit in the database (Turner et al., [@B11]; Turner and Laird, [@B10]). The integration of databases with ontological and semantic frameworks promises to allow automated reasoning over data and the results, accelerating progress in scientific research (to quote one of the reasons given by Poline et al. (this issue) for neuroimaging data sharing). The commonalities across the neuroimaging data management systems to date give reason for optimism that these standard vocabularies can be quickly developed and accepted. Through this Frontiers special topic issue, we and the topic contributors seek to further encourage the prioritization of the role which neuroimaging data capture and sharing approaches play in our ability to easily exchange study data and efficiently document progress in the brain sciences.
